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Katestone Environmental, Katestone Ireland and 
Weather Intelligence are part of the Katestone 
Group. Together, we aim to provide excellence in 
Air Quality, Odour, Climate and Risk Forecasting to 
a wide range of companies all around the globe. 

The Katestone Group is able to assist you navigate 
the planning process, negotiate with the regulator, 
develop intelligent data flows, and complete 
annual environmental reporting. Our experienced 
team of scientists and engineers is dedicated to 
delivering expert advice and solutions to industry, 
government and the community on all aspects of 
air quality, carbon management, meteorology, and 
climate change.

Our experience and expertise extend to all corners 
of the globe including Ireland, Papua New Guinea, 
Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and the United 
States.

Katestone Ireland was founded in 2017 and provides 
odour and air quality services into the European 
market. Very quickly Katestone Ireland has 
developed a reputation for excellence in impact 
assessment, odour, eutrophication from atmospheric 
contaminants and guideline development.

In 2018, Katestone founded Weather Intelligence, 
specialising in unique and tailored Risk Forecasting 
solutions to weather-based problems in the 
Mining, Quarrying, Agriculture, Renewable Energy, 
Construction and Oil and Gas sectors.

The Katestone Group

Air Quality
• Air quality impact assessment
• Dust management plan
• Health risk assessment
• NPI annual reporting
• Benchmarking studies
• Release of hazardous 

substances studies
• Reviews and peer reviews
• Expert witness

Odour
• Odour impact assessment
• Odour and exhaust emissions
• Peer review of odour Impacts
• Expert witness

Carbon Management
• Greenhouse gas emissions
• NGER annual reporting
• Carbon emissions

Data Intelligence
• Dust risk forecast
• Noise risk forecast
• Heat risk forecast
• Seasonal risk forecast
• Wind gust risk forecast
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Katestone - The clearer choice

Why choose Katestone?
• 30 years of excellence
• Deep industry expertise
• Proven track record
• Successful completion of more than 2,400 projects
• Worldwide experience
• Sixteen dedicated specialists

Clear on Scope
We quickly analyse your problem and deliver a comprehensive plan to solve it.

Clear on Regulation 
Extensive regulatory experience means that our work stands up to the most intense 
scrutiny.

Clear Outcomes
Deliverables are succinct, accessible, well-structured and data-rich. We can tailor our 
deliverables to suit any audience.

3
Clear Skies

years
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NPI Reporting
Katestone is experienced in assisting 
Manufacturing, Transport, Mining, Agriculture 
and Construction companies in both data 
collection and analysis. Data is presented in an 
easy-to-access, focused and centralised report 
that can be made available to all levels of 
management as this data can be used to drive 
financial and environmental improvements.

The National Pollutant Inventory (NPI) is a program 
implemented cooperatively by the Federal 
Government and state and territory governments to 
track pollution across Australia. 

Industries are required to report their annual 
emissions to air, water and land of substances 
that may potentially affect human health and the 
environment. 

Katestone guides its clients through each step of the 
NPI reporting process. Many of Katestone’s clients 
also elect to receive a succinct reference report 
that specifies the methodologies used to calculate 
emissions, the base input data and historical 
emissions. 

Our NPI Services include:

• Data Collection
• Calculation of the emissions inventory
• Review and comparison with previous years’ 

inventory
• Lodgement of the Report
• Reference report and historical data analysis

Noteworthy Experience:

Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal 
(2014-Present)
Wiggins Island Export Terminal 
(2016-Present)
Renewable Power Australia 
(2016-Present)
Foxleigh Coal Mine 
(2016-Present)

Most Recent Experience

Perilya Limited  
Jellinbah Group Pty Ltd
Port Kembla Coal Terminal Ltd

Successfully 
completed 
NPI reports 
for several 

industry 
sectors

Return of 
100% NPI 
customers 

with recurrent 
obligations

More than 
15  years 

experience 
completing 
NPI reports
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NPI Reporting Case Study
Streamlining data collection tools

Client: Confidential Mine
Completion: Recurrent

Noteworthy Experience:

Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal 
(2014-Present)
Wiggins Island Export Terminal 
(2016-Present)
Renewable Power Australia 
(2016-Present)
Foxleigh Coal Mine 
(2016-Present)

Most Recent Experience

Perilya Limited  
Jellinbah Group Pty Ltd
Port Kembla Coal Terminal Ltd

Mining is one of more than 4,000 industries 
that are required to report emissions of key 
air pollutants to the Australian National 
Pollutant Inventory (NPI) every year. For 
the fifth year in a row, an Australian mining 
company relied on Katestone to compile 
its inventory.  In conducting this work, 
Katestone streamlined the process for 
all involved delivering time savings and 
valuable assistance.

Our tailored tools simplified data 
collection, saving time to our client’s staff 
and enhanced reliability and accuracy 
of outputs.  Through our diligence, we 
identified mission-critical insights that added 
value to our client’s business outside of the 
NPI process.  Apart from lodging the return, 
Katestone produces a succinct reference 
report that supports our client’s activities 
year-round.

Katestone’s team of NPI experts produced 
the emissions inventories using the approved 

NPI methodologies. We have a deep 
understanding of the NPI methods and 
routinely assist clients with negotiations with 
the regulator. 

The overall benefits for Australian mining 
companies who engage with Katestone for 
NPI services are threefold. 

First, the mines submit their NPI reports on-
time, confident in the accuracy of the 
inventory and the ongoing support that 
Katestone provides. 

Second, the mines’ staff can focus 
on important matters related to the 
companies’ core business avoiding time-
consuming disruptions related to data 
collection and calculation. 

And, finally, business analysts within the 
mines can trust the accuracy of the data, 
which enables it to be used more widely in 
the evaluation of business resources and the 
potential for future emissions reduction.



NGER Reporting
Katestone will help you understand your 
emissions, support your Risk Management Plan 
and provide insights for a Greenhouse Action 
Plan to reduce carbon footprint. 
Katestone’s NGER scheme services range 
from regular annual and interim reporting to 
developing customised tools to enable facilities 
to fulfil their reporting obligations in-house with 
limited support that is tailored to their needs.

Under the National Greenhouse and Energy 
Reporting (NGER) Scheme companies’ annual 
carbon emissions to assist in the management of 
Australia’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions.

Katestone’s team of NGERs experts have a 
detailed knowledge of the NGER guidelines and 
methodologies, ensuring your emissions inventory 
is accurate and in accordance with the regulatory 
requirements. We will minimise the work required 
by you to fulfil your reporting obligations, through 
both timely advice and providing reliable emissions 
and energy use data. A reliable NGER assessment is 
crucial when developing and tracking KPIs targeting 
greenhouse emissions and energy use. 

Our NGER Services include:

• Data Collection
• Emissions estimation
• Review and comparison with previous years’ 

inventory
• Independent review of NGER reports prepared 

in-house
• Lodgement of the Report

• Reference report and historical data analysis

Successfully 
conducted 
Greenhouse 
Gas studies 

independent 
reviews

Return of 
100% NGER 
customers 

with recurrent 
obligations

More than 
15  years 

experience 
completing 
Greenhouse 

reports

Noteworthy Experience:

Tassal Operations
(2017-Present)
Wiggins Island Export Terminal 
(2016-Present)
Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal 
(2014-Present)
CuDECO

Most Recent Experience

Perilya Limited  
Seymour Whyte
EDL Australia
Century Mining
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NGER Reporting Case Study
Data Management Support Tool

Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal Pty Ltd (DBCT 
P/L) is required to report emissions associated 
with its coal export terminal (Facility) in 
accordance with Australian legislation – the 
National Environment Protection (National 
Pollutant Inventory) Measure 1998 and the 
National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting 
Act 2007 (NGER Act).

DBCT P/L came to Katestone in 2016 for help 
with its NPI and NGER reporting.

Katestone worked with DBCT P/L to:

1. Optimise data gathering by generating 
standard procedures for reporting

2. Understand operations at the Facility to 
tailor emission estimations techniques

3. Provide clear concise reports that detail:
• Data gathered
• Emission estimation techniques applied
• Reported emissions

DBCT P/L now has a robust and transparent 
tool for compliance reporting. The reports 
are backed up by reference documents 
that detail the data and calculations that 
underpin the information that is subsequently 
released by the government to the public.

The detailed analysis of data has also 
helped DBCT P/L make better management 
decisions at the Facility, such as targeted 
cost-effective dust mitigation strategies.

Streamlining the data collection system has 
saved DBCT P/L staff time collecting the 
data and ensures the information provided 
to Katestone is in a consistent format, saving 
time to process the data and easier quality 
assurance checking.

Katestone now works with DBCT P/L 
throughout the year to review the data 
collected quarterly and ensure the annual 
reporting process is as painless as possible.

Client: Dalrympie Bay Coal Terminal
Completion: Recurrent

Noteworthy Experience:

Tassal Operations
(2017-Present)
Wiggins Island Export Terminal 
(2016-Present)
Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal 
(2014-Present)
CuDECO

Most Recent Experience

Perilya Limited  
Seymour Whyte
EDL Australia
Century Mining



Contact us today for Clear Skies:

07 3369 3699
us@katestone.global
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